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Abstract. There is considerable data on molecular evolution, but there remains no approach to 
systematizing them within the framework of the key problems of biology. To search for the 
most common properties of evolving systems, the heuristic method has been proposed. 
Artificial networks of formal neurons were chosen as the heuristic model object. The paper 
examines the divergent component of evolutionary trajectory formation. As a result of the 
simulation, the dependence of the potential variability parameter on the position of the fitness 
function landscape was obtained. The simulation results are in agreement with the real data of 
molecular evolution experiments. 
1. Introduction 
The question of whether evolution proceeds along a deterministic path or can proceed along 
alternative trajectories has attracted many researchers [1], [2], [3], [4], [5], [6]. Experimental 
evolutionary studies in conjunction with the mathematical modelling of fitness function landscapes 
provide the opportunity to work with the problem of reproducibility of evolutionary trajectories. 
However, the success of research depends largely on how adequate the concept of the process 
under study is. Currently, there are some contradictions between certain theoretical concepts and 
experimental data. For example, in the paper with the expressive title ‘Replaying the tape of life: 
quantification of the predictability of evolution’ [7], the only possibility is considered, namely that 
evolution trajectories converge to the one fittest structure of the evolving biological system. In this 
way, if the mutation rate is low then the evolution of a population goes along a single trajectory on the 
fitness landscape. In the case of a high mutation rate, the population explores multiple trajectories in 
parallel. In both cases, the final point of the evolution is assumed to be single.  
At the same time, there are experimental data demonstrating the existence of several final points of 
evolution [4], [5], [8], [9]. It means that the concept of one fittest structure must be revised. The 
difficulty of studying in this field is associated with the deficiency of experimental data on evolution. 
Even an investigation of local evolution processes [4], [5] requires considerable effort and time. 
There is a possibility to avoid this difficulty by referring to heuristic models. The construction of 
abstract models in order to discover useful concepts, broad principles and general theories was called 
the heuristic method by J. von Neumann [10]. The necessity to use artificial model objects when 
complex a biological system is being explored was stated by von Neumann: "Appealing to the organic, 
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living world does not help us greatly, because we do not understand enough about how natural 
organisms function. We will stick to automata which we know completely because we made them” 
[10]. 
The abstract heuristic model object is “transparent”, everything is known about its structure, and 
this allows efforts to be concentrated on identifying general properties, and not on finding seemingly 
important, but in fact infinite, details of the structure of real biological objects. 
To choose the type of heuristic model which is able to represent the key properties of an evolving 
biological system, we have to identify these properties. We refer to J. Bernal who outlined the 
specificity of biological evolving systems [11]. He said that “biology is methodologically different 
from other natural sciences in that the focus is primarily on the functioning and evolution of systems. 
The structure here has meaning only in relation to function and origin. ... The origin, structure and 
function can no longer be separated”.  
The heuristic model should have a simply described structure that implements a certain function 
that arose during the evolutionary process. Artificial neural networks (ANN) are well suited for 
playing the role of the heuristic model since it is easy for them to determine the function, select the 
structure and start the learning process, the formal description of which, according to key features, 
does not differ from the evolutionary process in biology. 
Why can we consider the learning process of ANN similar to the evolution process of living 
beings? Evolution is the process of changing the structure of a system in accordance with a certain 
functional criterion of optimality [12], [13], [14], [15]. In a general case, the evolution process can be 
considered as a search for an extremum of some target function H(aj) in the presence of constraints 
corresponding to structural limitations of any kind. The problem of finding an extremum in the 
presence of constraints can be solved using the method of indefinite Lagrange multipliers through the 
introduction of the generating function: 
                                         (1) 
where j are some ‘phenotype’ variables; Ak are external influences; m are structural parameters 
influencing the ‘phenotype’; i are indefinite Lagrange multipliers; i are functions describing 
structural constraints. 
The argument in favour of the phenomenological equivalence of systems described by the formula 
(1) is the No Free Lunch (NFL) theorem [16]. The theorem says that the effectiveness of any two 
algorithms in the search for an extremum is on average (for all possible target functions) identical. 
From this theorem, it follows that the existence of living beings is in no sense an indicator of the 
efficiency of natural selection. That, in turn, means that any system that changes its structure in 
accordance with a certain principle of optimality can serve as a model of biological evolution. 
The ease of obtaining ensembles of ANNs allows a multiplicity of evolutionary outcomes to be 
simulated, which makes it possible to apply statistical methods and comparative analysis to eliciting 
common properties of the fitness landscape of ANNs. 
Despite the fact that ANNs are highly abstract models of a biological system, they enable us to 
achieve concreteness in describing properties that are difficult to formalize, such as ‘structure’, 
‘function’ and ‘complexity’, which is very difficult to do in relation to living systems. 
By means of heuristic neural network models, it has previously been shown that the ability of 
biological systems to evolutionary changes is provided by the redundancy of the structure over the 
complexity of the function being formed, and as a result, with the fundamental multiplicity of 
evolutionary outcomes [17], [18], [19].  
On the basis of these results, which are supported by recent experimental data [4], [5], we can 
formulate an evolutionary concept: the observed evolutionary changes are a combination of structural 
changes towards increasing the fitness function and changes that keep the functioning unchanged 
(conserving the functional invariant of the structure).  
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Thus, we follow the aim of the article [7] to find a quantitative measure of predictability as applied 
to the statistical ensemble of trajectories, but assuming the existence of a set of final endpoints instead 
of the assumptions about only one final endpoint. 
 
2. Method and materials 
Simple 3-neuron recurrent fully-connected ANNs were used in the investigation (figure1). The ANN 
functioning is described by 
  
,                                                       ,                                (2) 
 
where xij is the weight matrix; Ai
n is the input signal of the i-th neuron at the moment n; i
n is the  
output of the i-th neuron at the n-th time; a is the coefficient defining the slope of the transfer function. 
 
 
Figure 1. The scheme of the used neural network. 
 
The box F describes functional mapping F:A, and S is the structure providing this mapping. 
As the measure of fitness the next target function was used:  
 
                               (3)
 
 
where nout is the signal on the output neurons at time n,  
n
out is the signal required from the 
network at time n. 
The formulae describing the functioning of the ANN play the role of structural constraints from 
Eq.1:      )/(,,, 11 nininiijninjnii axA    . As an illustration, the strict relationship between 
the generating function (Eq.1) and the learning Back Propagation algorithm was shown explicitly in 
[20]. For the sequential random search algorithm (imitating a mutation process) used in the study the 
feasibility of Eq.1 seems obvious. At each step of the training, a small random increment of weights 
was made and the value of the target function (3) was calculated. If the new target function value was 
less than previous one, then the new values of the weights were accepted and the process was 
repeated. 
Three abstract simple functions were used for the training – a network has to respond to a fixed 
single impulse at the zero-time moment by some time pattern shown on the bottom row of figure2. In 
figure2 3D projections of 9D space of weight coefficients of ANN (upper row) for corresponding 
functions (bottom row) are shown. For clarity, it is necessary to emphasize that each coloured dot on 
the figures in the upper row represents the structure of one ANN performing the same function as the 
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ANNs represented by other dots of the same colour, and with the same fitness. It is a visual 
manifestation of the functional symmetry [17], [18], [19].  
 
3. Results  
The conducted experiments showed that trajectories of network learning in the structural space are 
prone to divergence. In figure.3A, some examples of the bundles of trajectories starting from one 
initial point and finishing at several endpoints are shown. Figure 3B demonstrates the divergence of 
trajectories from different points on the first (‘mother’) trajectory. It is clear that similar bundles of 
trajectories will arise from any point of this and other trajectories.  
It is necessary to state that the divergence of the trajectories is a manifestation of the functional 
invariance of the neural network structure [17], [18], [19], which means that the observed evolutionary 
changes are a combination of changes in the structure towards the growth of the function of adaptation 
and a functional-invariant variation of the parameters, corresponding to neutral Kimura mutations 
[21]. 
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Time steps Time steps Time steps 
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Figure 2. Configurations of equifunctional endpoint sets of neural network structures (upper row) 
corresponding to realized functions (bottom raw). 
 
Cumulative 3D projections of 9D weight space of neural network structures (Si) that perform the 
same function (Fi) are shown. It is clearly seen that the structures of networks that perform the same 
function can differ more significantly than the structures of networks that perform different functions. 
 
 
Initial 
point 
 
Figure 3. Some examples of trajectory divergence in the case of starting from one initial point (A) 
and the divergence of trajectories from a different point on the ‘mother’ trajectory (B).  
 
Upper and bottom rows of A represent two different realizations, and the left and right columns 
correspond to different rotation views. Black on the picture (B) denotes two ‘mother’ trajectories that 
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emerged from the same point in the structural space of the neural network. Trajectories of a different 
colour are obtained by restarting training from three arbitrary points along one of the ‘mother’ 
trajectories. 
A natural question arises regarding the properties of the landscape of the fitness function. In 
particular, does the potential variation of trajectories associated with a divergent contribution change 
in the course of an evolutionary movement towards maximum fitness? To answer this question, a 
series of experiments on the simulation of the divergence of trajectories was performed. 
A quantitative estimation of the divergence from a point on the learning trajectory was introduced 
in the course of the work. The procedure of the estimation consists of the following steps (figure4): 
1. From an estimated point on the ‘mother’ trajectory several (N) realizations of ANN training are 
made and the end positions of trajectory points after fixed numbers of training steps are stored.  
2. A nine-dimensional vector (the coordinates of which are an approximation of the plot of the 
curve by the method of least squares) is assigned to each child trajectory.  
3. The lengths of the obtained vectors are equalized since we are only interested in their angular 
divergence.  
4. Then using the least squares method an average vector of the same length as the other vectors is 
found. 
 
Figure 4. Building the family of 
vectors along learning trajectories. (A) 
demonstrates the building of vectors 
for different fragments of the child and 
mother trajectories; B) demonstrates 
final vector construction for calculating 
the divergence estimation for some 
selected duration of the learning 
procedure. 
 
 
 
 
Figure 5. Changes in the estimation of trajectory divergence for three investigated functions (Fi) 
and for three different initial points (Mi). Different graphs (Ai) correspond to different durations of the 
estimation learning process, the more i, the longer the learning process. 
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For any vector D of the selected group of vectors and the central vector of this group M (assuming 
that the length of D and M are equal), the angle between them is found by the formula 
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This parameter characterizes the divergent component of evolutionary movement at a given point 
on a trajectory and visually (in 3D) can be represented as the degree of disclosure of ‘a vector fan’ of 
potential trajectories emanating from this point.  
This estimation was applied to 9 points along the trajectories under investigation (figure5). The 
simulation results showed that the degree of determinism of evolutionary trajectories does not have 
any significant dependence on the training stage (Gi), on the type of function (Fj) or on the location of 
the starting point on the landscape (Mk). 
 
4. Discussion 
The main result of this work is to demonstrate the inapplicability of the evolutionary concept based on 
the idea of the single endpoint of evolution [7]. The ability to evolve itself is inextricably linked with 
the existence of degrees of freedom to avoid local extremes associated, in turn, with the redundancy of 
the structure of the evolving system over the complexity of the function under selection. Structural 
redundancy means that the same function can be realized by different structures that in turn signifies 
the multiplicity of evolutionary outcomes and the principal divergence of evolutionary trajectories. 
Moreover, each point on an evolutionary trajectory is the point of divergence that was shown by 
conducted computational experiments.  
The obtained results are in good agreement with real experiments with proteins on the evaluation of 
probability of occurrence of various ANN structures implementing the same function [4], [5]. It was 
shown that the considered functions of proteins can be realized by different structures and this 
possibility can be realized in the course of real evolution. Moreover, these structures organize some 
clusters similar to those obtained in this work and transitions between clusters have tangible 
probability.  
Therefore, the question regarding the distance between trajectories has no definite answer because 
the distance between trajectories increases on average in the course of evolution. We can discuss the 
distance between the endpoints of the evolution process which is determined by the size of the 
corresponding cluster and the distances between clusters.  
 
5. Conclusions 
This work is devoted to the conceptual problem and therefore the maximum result we can expect from 
any heuristic model is generation of some hypothesis about real systems, which can organize 
experiments and then can be checked in these experiments.  
The hypotheses which emerge from the presented heuristic model states that “the divergence of the 
trajectories is a manifestation of the functional invariance of any evolving structure, and the observed 
evolutionary changes are some combination of changes in the structure towards the growth of the 
fitness function and a functional-invariant variation of structure parameters (similar to neutral Kimura 
mutations [21]), which does not change the level of fitness”. In accordance with obtained results, the 
existence of functionally invariant variations of structure has to be manifested in experiments via an 
almost constant level of divergence of evolutionary trajectories at any distance from the evolution 
endpoints. 
Further development of this work is seen in modifying the ANN training algorithm in the direction 
of greater similarity to the mutation process, and qualitative and quantitative comparison of ANN 
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trajectories with ones produced by other evolution models and with evolutionary trajectories of real 
systems.  
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